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Minutes 

Indian Hills General Improvement District 

Board of Trustees Meeting 

District Office 

3394 James Lee Park Rd. #A 

Carson City, NV  89705 

        June 20, 2018 

Regular Meeting 6:00 P.M. 
 

 

Trustees Present: Secretary/Treasurer Brian Patrick, Trustee Denise Pierini and Trustee Ronny 

Lynch. 

 

Trustees Absent: Chairman Chris Johnson and Vice Chairman Bill Eisele 

 

Staff Present: General Manager John Lufrano and Administrative Assistant/Human Resources 

Brooke Thompson. 

 

Others Present: District Engineer Tim Russell, District Counsel Chuck Zumpft, Jim Norton with  

Warren Reed Insurance and Resident Gennady Stolyarov II. 

 

6:00P.M. - Regular Meeting 
 

1. Call to Order 

Secretary/Treasurer Patrick called the Regular meeting to order at 6:00 P.M. 

Secretary/Treasurer Patrick requested that all cell phones and pagers be turned off for 

recording purposes.  

 

2. Pledge of Allegiance: Led by Secretary/Treasurer Patrick. 

 

3. Approval of Agenda   

 

Trustee Lynch motioned to approve the agenda. Trustee Pierini seconded. Motion carried  

unanimously. 3-0, Chairman Johnson and Vice Chairman Eisele were absent from the meeting.  

 

4.  Public Interest Comment: None 

 

5.  Discussion and possible action to approve a renewal proposal from Nevada Public 

Agency Insurance Pool (POOL) and approval for payment from fiscal year 2018-2019 

funds. General Manager John Lufrano introduced Jim Norton to the Board and stated that he 

will go over the Pool.  

Jim Norton stated that he usually comes full of good news like we have more coverage for 

less money. Jim stated that this year unfortunately we have slightly better coverage but the 

price went up. Jim stated the reason being which is pretty obvious to everybody is the 

catastrophic losses from the hurricanes last year coupled with the California wildfires pretty 

much decimated the insurance industry, particularly the reinsurance portion of them. 

Consequently the reinsurance underwriters wanted to get rate increases of up to 25%, 

because the pool has really good buying power and because the Executive Director Wayne 

Carlson is really persuasive he was able to renegotiate an average rate on property overall 

renewals of about 10%. Indian Hills came in at 9% increase. Jim stated they had several that 
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came in at 12.5% and some school districts, who are very property heavy came in even 

higher. Even though we are up 9% from last year, Jim did some research and last year the 

District paid $51,199, the previous year it was $52,570 but the year before that it was almost 

exactly what it is this year and we have increase not only the property coverage but also 

some other coverage that we did not have before. Occasionally at a board meeting a board 

member will ask if the Pool searches the market for better rates, Jim stated yes they 

periodically do that. Knowing that virtually 100% of the eligible public agencies in the State 

of Nevada are in the pool and knowing that the retention rate is about 98%, the Pool and 

Warren Reed have about 22 public agencies most of them have been around for a long time. 

IHGID has been in the Pool since 1994. We have been able to see how the Pool has grown 

along with the risk that they insure. While there are other markets available such as 

Traveler’s nobody is even able to come close, not only in the price but in the coverage as 

well, particularly earthquake and flood. If you look at those in the open market those are 

incredibly expensive. Jim stated that 2 years ago the Pool was able to include pollution 

liability without charge for all members, since Indian Hills has been buying that separately 

for almost $6,000, that was an immediate savings. Jim stated that last year the Pool decided 

to put in the cyber liability for obvious reasons with a 2 million dollar limit again with no 

increase, the only change on that is they increased the limit to 3 million instead of 2 million.  

The other intangibles the District has been using are the HR, loss control and grants, this is 

included in the premium, these things don’t exist with other carriers. Jim stated that his 

message to the Board is that he has been representing the Pool since 1994, he loves the Pool 

they are a great organization sometimes he wishes all insurance companies were like the 

Pool. Aside from the bump in the premium his message tonight is all is well and he is here 

to answer questions.  

 

Public comment: Resident Gennady Stolyarov II stated that in his other role he happens to be the 

lead property and casualty actuary for the State of Nevada so Mr. Carlson and he have an extensive 

acquaintance. They are both members of the CNCU society and they meet on a fairly regular basis. 

Gennady stated in regard to Jim’s comment about catastrophe loss experience impacting the rates 

that reinsurers are charging, in the regulated lines of business say personal things like auto, 

homeowners insurance and some commercial lines like worker’s compensation in Nevada they 

prohibit the catastrophe loss experience from other states from being considered at all. Because 

Nevada doesn’t get hurricanes, Nevada’s wildfire risk, while it exists is actually significantly lower 

than that of any surrounding state and likewise every other natural disaster looks qualitatively 

different than any other state. His question is not in regards to this premium in particular, but rather 

what can be done to impose a similar prohibition on the reinsurers essentially passing on the cost of 

natural disasters to the pool and correspondingly to the districts who get coverage from the pool, as 

is already in effect from personal lines and some commercial lines on the traditional insurance 

market in Nevada. If there is something that we can do to communicate with these reinsurers and 

explain to them, it is not appropriate to pass on those risks to Nevadans period, he would be happy 

to help with that. 

Jim Norton stated that he will address this with Wayne. Jim stated that Wayne goes to London 

every year to personally negotiate this. Jim thanked Gennady for bringing this up. 

 

Trustee Pierini stated that she was not too sure how to read the graphs. She is at a loss as to 

what the graphs are telling her. Jim Norton stated they will show you the trends, on page 14 

2005 was the sewage spill and some personnel issues, which were reasonably settled, that 

did not affect the premium. Trustee Pierini asked what 15 under autos is. Jim stated just the 

number of vehicles you have. Trustee Pierini asked if this insures payroll as well. Jim stated 

yes. Trustee Pierini asked what the total insured value is. Jim stated that is the total real 
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personal property. Trustee Pierini stated oh so you can see the increase or decrease. Jim 

stated yes and another service offered by the Pool is the appraisals, an appraiser comes out 

periodically to make sure you are insured properly and everything is covered so there are no 

questions on replacement cost. Trustee Pierini stated on page 11 what is NPAIP. Jim stated 

that is Nevada Public Agency Insurance Pool.   

Trustee Pierini stated that she noticed that the Town of Minden is also on the pool’s 

insurance plan, if something happened to the pipeline would you insure their portion and our 

portion, if it was necessary. Would we be treated individually. Jim stated yes, you would be 

treated as an individual even though you have the same carrier. You would have different 

adjusters assigned.  

Trustee Peirini stated that she likes how it is condensed; it is really nice and clear with the 

bullets.  

Jim Norton stated that one of his colleagues likes to use that, he prefers to be more brief.  

The other is good for new general managers and new board members.  

Trustee Pierini stated that the pool pact services have been extremely beneficial to the 

District, she is grateful on behalf of our community that Jim has taken such good care of us. 

 
Trustee Lynch motioned to approve a renewal proposal from Nevada Public Agency Insurance  

Pool (POOL) and approval for payment from fiscal year 2018-2019 funds. Trustee Pierini  

seconded. Motion carried unanimously. 3-0, Chairman Johnson and Vice Chairman Eisele were  

absent from the meeting.  

 

6. Discussion only regarding the District’s sources of revenue. 

General Manager John Lufrano stated that Denise had asked at the last meeting for us to put 

together a breakdown, a quick and dirty version of what the budget is. This was the quickest 

way to put those funds available and where they are generated from based on ad valorem 

and both the enterprise funds. This memo basically took the budget that was approved last 

month and condensed it down to this one page.  

 

Public comment: none 

 

Trustee Pierini stated that she would like to thank John and staff for putting this together for 

us. This makes it so much easier to understand when there is not everything else in it. In 

going over this it jarred her memory so she went back to the budget. What is the new 

accounts and turn on fees.  

General Manager John Lufrano stated for every new account we charge a new account 

administrative fee of $15.00 we split that between the two departments for water and sewer. 

Trustee Pierini stated what a turn on fee is. General Manager John Lufrano stated that he is 

not sure, he will check on that.  

Trustee Pierini stated back to connection fees what is that. General Manager John Lufrano 

explained connection fees are if someone is coming to us and wants to get our services of 

water and wastewater. They have to pay the $5,130 for water and $5,130 for wastewater. 

Secretary/Treasurer Patrick stated so if I buy a house it will cost me $10,260. Trustee Pierini 

stated when there is a sale of a home is there any other fee or just the $15.00. General 

Manager John Lufrano stated no, just the turn on/new account fee of $15.00. The connection 

fees are different, they are to connect to our system if that property has not had services 

before. If a home has sold the $15.00 comes in to play. Trustee Pierini stated if we have a 

rental and the bill is sent to the homeowner they are not billed that $15.00.  

Administrative Assistant/Human Resources Brooke Thompson stated no we only charge that 

$15.00 fee when it changes ownership. Trustee Pierini stated so the connection fee is a 
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onetime fee like on new builds. General Manager John Lufrano stated yes. Trustee Pierini 

asked if John when talking with Stacie will get the line item in the budget where is shows 

the connection fees. General Manager John Lufrano stated we don’t have one because it has 

been flat, we have had no revenue since the bank and that revenue goes straight into those 

funds. It is not a budgeted item, it is in our money market accounts. It is not used for 

operations. Trustee Pierini stated so they have not been exposed to the money market 

account. General Manager John Lufrano stated not in this setting, it is for infrastructure 

improvements. Trustee Pierini asked then how do you access that account. General Manager 

John Lufrano stated that he comes to the Board asking for approval to use funds out of the 

money market, infrastructure account. Administrative Assistant/Human Resources Brooke 

Thompson stated Denise look at page 24 for the money market account breakdown in 

Stacie’s report.  

Secretary/Treasurer Patrick stated historically Amber Hills there are 31 lots all of those 

connections have been paid for already. 

General Manager John Lufrano stated no they have not been paid. The piping and 

infrastructure is there, meters have not been put in and connection fees have not been paid. 

They will be paying the $10,260 for each house that will be built. 

 

7. Reports to the Board: 

a. General Manager Report 

General Manager John Lufrano reviewed his report with the Board.  

John stated that he would like to mention a couple of things. He hopes the 

issue with Valley Vista 7 which is Amber Hills is almost over. He and Tim 

met with them, they discussed the storm water issues the site has, out of that 

they will come back to us to ask for the district to take ownership of the 

storm water basin and the storm water pipes that are under ground. We have 

already taken ownership of the roads, curb, gutter and sidewalks but the 

storm water basin itself and the piping was never given to us. We still have 

an issue outstanding, they made it clear to them that they have drainage 

issues, he is not comfortable to take over ownership yet. They may make an 

assessment fee for the drainage that we would collect through the County. 

We still believe they need to do some work to mitigate the problem above. 

At this point in time that is the first thing we will tackle, the drainage. He 

will bring this back to the Board when needed. They are talking about 

building in the spring of 2020. John stated that we have filled the grade one 

operator for wastewater, Andy is here all next week and the 3
rd

 of July is his 

last day. Dave will move into Andy’s role and we filled Dave’s position with 

a gentleman who actually lives right outside of the District boundary off of 

Plymouth. He is very excited to start, he is a good fit. He has a lot of 

knowledge. The Summer kickoff is the 23, staff will be here and we have 

some volunteers from Common Ground Church. We are bringing back the 

skate competition, the Wheel House in Carson City asked if they could do it. 

John stated that was his most recent call to Jim Norton was to make sure our 

liability coverage was fine. Parks and streets crew are doing some crack 

sealing and are in full swing in parks.  

Secretary/Treasurer Patrick asked as they are doing patches if they happen to 

see a tree blocking a sidewalk do they do something about it. General 

Manager John Lufrano stated yes they come back and tell him. John 

mentioned last year that he will be contracting with Douglas County to paint 

our roads, they have stripped all the white and will be back to do the yellow 
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throughout the district. John stated that we had 11 new account sign ups. 

General Manager John Lufrano stated that he will be on vacation from June 

23
rd

 to July 8
th.

 

Trustee Pierini stated when you were talking about Valley Vista 7, when did 

we take over maintenance of the roads.  

General Manager John Lufrano stated two or three years ago, remember for 

the longest time they had that fence up. We made them go in and micro 

surface the roads and fill cracks once they did that and brought the roads up 

to our standards we allowed them to take the fencing down and we took over 

the roads.  

Trustee Pierini asked what the condition of those roads is, have they been 

evaluated recently. General Manager John Lufrano stated we have had to do 

some crack repair already. Trustee Pierini stated so they are responsible for 

the sidewalks. General Manager John Lufrano stated no we are. 

 

       1.  Water 

General Manager John Lufrano reviewed the Water report with the 

Board. John stated that we started filling the school tank, all the work 

is done. We are at about 10 feet of water in there right now. Our 

target date is July 6 getting it filled and taking tests so we can get it 

back online. We are close. The canyon well, they just pulled the pipe 

out today. That is good news now the concrete crew will come in and 

seal the pipe up. 

 

2. Wastewater 

General Manager John Lufrano reviewed the Wastewater report with 

the Board. John stated that it has been a crash course for Dave.   

 

b. District Accountant Report 

General Manager John Lufrano reviewed the District Accountant report with 

the Board.  

 

c. Engineer Report 

District Engineer Tim Russell stated that he has been coordination with John 

on Valley Vista 7. Tim stated that he has been coordination with Matt on the 

tank, little things nothing specific. He will start talking about the Plymouth 

project in the next few months.  

Trustee Pierini stated that she read somewhere there was a fee for an aerial 

photo of the District. District Engineer Tim Russell stated that John had 

asked for an aerial photo of the District. Tim stated that they have an aerial 

photographist on staff. Basically they fly an airplane and take pictures and 

get a survey of the area. While they were up for another client we asked if 

they would take some photos of the district for us, so we got them for very 

cheap. 

Trustee Peirini stated it was an opportunity and we took advantage of it. 

District Engineer Tim Russell stated exactly. 

 

Public comment: Resident Gennady Stolyarov II asked will these photos be available for the 

public. District Engineer Tim Russell stated yes it can be. General Manager John Lufrano stated that 

it is such a large scale there is not a lot of definition, aside from giving away why we did this, as an 
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award to retiring Board members there will be a picture of the district with a plaque. It shows the 

entire district as a whole. It was suppose to be a surprise.  

 

General Manager John Lufrano stated one other thing Tim is working on for us is 

the connection at the water plant to bring our system water online with the pipeline 

that goes out to brown’s well. Now it comes in and goes into our south tank for 

browns well based on tank pressures. It is not connected to our system. The long 

term reason why we want to do this is, once that line is there people who may have 

well issues may be able to connect to our system. The old nursery is being sold and 

will be developed into three lots so this would allow them to connect to our system. 

Everything is there except maybe 60-80 feet of pipe. The state may very well tell 

people they have to connect if they have issues with their well.  

 

d. Attorney Report 

District Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated that he has nothing to report. Trustee 

Pierini stated we still have not heard nothing on the PERS issue. District 

Counsel Chuck Zumpft stated that the attorney for PERS was on vacation he 

said he would look into the issues and get back to him, that was 10 days 

ago. Chuck stated that he will follow up. 

 

Public comment: none 

 

8. Discussion and possible action to approve Draft Minutes from the May 23, 2018 

Board Meeting. 

 
 Trustee Lynch motioned to approve Draft Minutes from the May 23, 2018 Board Meeting.  

Trustee Pierini seconded. Motion carried unanimously. 3-0, Chairman Johnson and Vice  

Chairman Eisele were absent from the meeting. 

 

9. Chairman and Trustees Reports, Correspondence 

Trustee Pierini stated that in the Record Courier they are talking about vacation rentals 
possibly expanding to the Carson Valley. It is not an immediate threat to us now but will 
involve improvement districts. Good job on the newsletter and she applauds us on 
supporting transparency, it makes her proud. General Manager John Lufrano stated that is 
what we do here. Trustee Pierini stated it makes her proud, we have nothing to hide. 

 

10. Adjournment 

 

Trustee Lynch motioned to adjourn the meeting. Trustee Pierini seconded. Motion carried 

unanimously. 3-0, Chairman Johnson and Vice Chairman Eisele were absent from the meeting. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 6:49 P.M. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FINAL APPROVED MINUTES AS PRESENTED 
 

 

 

Secretary/Treasurer 

Brian Patrick 


